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Abstract: An automatic sceptical recognition model to identify the suspicious or the malicious activity in the network of the educational institutional campus is laid out in the paper. The carried out work in the paper kindles the network traffic flow in the educational campus and identifies the unwanted activities and stops them. The detected activities are visualized in the real time using a personalized reportage dash board. The design integrates the open source tools to provide an accurate evaluation utilizing the engine for the identifying and preventing the suspicious activities. The suspicious events identified are computed in the elastic cluster to visualize the intimidations. The laid out model computes the events identified and raises alarms. The elastic cluster founded on the No-SQL reports the happenings occurring in real time. The system is initially allowed to learn the various type of network attacks, once trained it the designed model automatically stops the malicious activities in the network traffic. This enhances the security for the campus networks by utilizing the open source libraries as well as minimizes cost imposed by the commercial identification and the prevention system.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays the malicious events across the network has heightened due to its security breaches. Almost all the organizations, industries and the institutions affected by such intrusions and the suspicious activity affecting the proper network operation causing malfunctioning and hacking of information or modifying the information’s. So there arises a need for finding the measures to safeguard the network as well as the data flowing through it in order to minimize the menace. Few safe guarding measures undertaken are application of “security policies” that regulate the entire system operations as a portion of its “IT policies”.

The aspects inspecting the activities of the system confirms the pervious happenings and the way it has occurred with regard to the information gathered from the identification system. The apparatus gathers the details and distinguishes the one that violates the security. The packets transmitted are taken in to
consideration as the fundamental element for the application of the identification system in the network as well as for carrying out the “security information and event handling along with envisage. All institutions in common has applied the “intrusion detection system” in the network to track the network actions and intimate the violations reports.

The fundamental responsibilities of the “Intrusion identification system” is to identify and as well as intimate the suspicious, annoying action taking place in the network by providing alarms. But the malicious activities taking place today are adaptable to the “intrusion detection system” so the “IDS” prevailing turns out to be ineffective for today’s malicious network actions. So the prevailing IDS was enhanced including the prevention system into it. The prevention system is just an enhancement of the IDS including “improved fire wall methodologies” to eliminate the menace in the network. This allows the decision on the access control to be made according to the content of the application instead of the making decisions using the “port and the internet protocol address”. The network tracking employing the detection and the protection system is termed as a cost-effective method of discovering the unwanted entries and as well as stopping them to avoid the malfunctioning of the network and the hacking in the network.

For this the proposed model designs a frame work with the centralized network data and activity manager (NDAM) to handle the traffic in the network and evaluate the vulnerability of the network and as well as interpret and envisage the captured information’s on the dashboard that could be personalized according demand of the overseer of the network. The key objectives that eh work emphasis on is as follows.

❖ Configure an “intrusion detection and prevention system” as well as the centralized-NDAM using the open source tools as the salable result existing in the market are very expensive.
❖ Envisages the detected information into a personalized dash board that is altered according to the requirements of the network overseer.
❖ Tests the designed model by subjecting it to a real time analysis of the network traffic that flows in the educational campus.

The paper remaining is laid out with the related works in section 2, proposed model designing in section 3, the performance validation in section 4 and conclusion in section 5.

2. Related Works

Waagsnes, et al [1] has performed the “SCADA intrusion detection system evaluation model simulating the SCADA traffic to identify the dangerous actions taking place in the network. the model integrates
various prevailing components such as the kali, linux, conpot, Qtester104 and the openMUC in virtual machine based frame work to deliver a SCADA traffic in the real time” Khamphakdee, et al [2] proposes an Snort-IDS that uses the rules to identifying the data packets traffic identical to the rules. On identifying the frame work generates the alerts to the network, the proposed model is an improvement of the SNORT-IDS to elude the generation of the incorrect warnings.


3. Technology Applied

The configurations starts by initializing the intrusion identifying and stopping system (IIDSS) along with the centralized-NDAM. The tracker in the IIDSS gathers the actions in all the network traffic that flows across the network in the educational institution campus. The unwanted traffic in the network are detected by utilizing the rules along with the signatures. For this the traffic in the network that is equal or matches the malicious activity are detected based on the rules and the signatures and the intimation is sent. The model for the IIDSS is designed with the capability to assist the multi-threaded processor and the hardware operations in order to identify the network traffic evaluation with the heightened swiftness and the efficacy.
As shown in figure.1 the inlet and the outlet network traffic of an educational campus from its main switch is replicated to the interface (INT 1) of the IDSS engine. The replicated information’s are computed in the IIDSS to activate warnings if identified with the malicious packet in the network. The packets captivated are compared with the rules clubbed with signatures and then the warning is initiated. These warnings are preserved as “log file”. As the Logs stored are very important attribute for all the security devices. The designed structure must be competent of preserving the logs in diverse formats. The proposed design is set up with the capacity to preserve logs in the “java script object notation” format. The JSON is preferred due to its features such as “light weight data-interchangeable format and the preservation of the data doesn’t demand and relational database.

The information stored in the form of logs are “parsed, indexed and stored” by the elastic cluster encompassed with the Kibana, log-stash, file-beat and elastic-search. These tools develop and envisage the captured information of the packets in the personalized dash board. The depiction of the network activities in the dash board enables one to swiftly gain knowledge about the vulnerabilities in the potential network. Thus assisting in describing the various networks actions that are to be stumped from further propagation into the network.
3.1. Practical Configuration

![Diagram of IIDSS and Centralized-NDAM]

The local area networks main switch of the in the institutional area is set up with the replication port to IIDSS in order to capture the packets flowing in the network. The complete set up of the IIDSS is shown in figure. 2. The hardware necessary for the set up and the tools used in the design are elaborated in the table.1 below.

![Table 1: Hardware and Software Used]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware and Software Used</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel (R), Xeon (R), E5-1620@ 3.60 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>2 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>64 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open software's</td>
<td>Ubuntu, Suricata, Snort, beats, Log-stash, Elastic search, Kibana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table .1 Hardware and software Used
The setup done is capable of gathering the network traffic in online and in offline. Thus enabling the overseer to evaluate the traffic in the network and also refine or calibrate the configurations of the network according to the institutional demands. The significant parts in the configuration is the data packet accumulator, IIDSS and the centralized-NDAM

The main switch which is a “cisco catalyst” directs the packets for identifying as well as stopping the unwanted events taking place to the IIDSS, which is created by the “open information security foundation” it is the core part of the designed system, this is a “rule- centered IDS” that is transformed into ISS that utilizes the outwardly framed set of rules with the warning signature to track the traffic in the network. The warning is triggered only on identifying a suspicious activity. Complicated menace are identified swiftly by the “warning signature relied set of rules” by employing the “multi-pattern matching algorithm” that heightens the rate of identification. The computing system for the packet integrates the procedures while obtaining the networks packets. The distinguished decoder enables the inspection of the data sequence in the application layer and later applies it to the identification strings. The inlet as well as the outlet packets are filtered and preserved in form of logs. To further enhance the process the elastic clustering with the tools that are open source are used in the system. Information is transformed into a human understandable form using the elastic cluster that are used in envisaging the details gathered into dash board representations

4. Performance Evaluation

The system designed is evaluated in real time with the educational institution holding more than 5500 LAN and wireless network clients. The competency of the designed system is comprehended by the identification of the menace across the networks and it envisage in the personalized dash board.

The complete system is validated by subjecting it to monitor the network for about 5 months day and night without any interruption in between. The information gathered were depicted in the form of personalized dash board (PDB) the degree of security was segregated into three stages with the as degree 1 2 and 3 each stage reported different amount of malicious activities such as 6,00,000,5,00,000, and 4,00,000 respectively. The dash board depicted the attacks the link courts are displayed in 40s chart and the heightened count is understood as the unwanted action in the network. ie if the UDP goes high then it is intimated as unwanted activity taking place in network and if the TCP is high it is considered to be normal. The dash board in the figure. 3 depicts the IIDSS.
Figure 3 IIDSS Visualization

The CPU utilization and the for the system designed in identifying the threats at regular intervals displayed below in figure 4 this enables to note down the hardware consumption of the system designed while subjected to real time network traffic tracking.
The particulars of the other attack that were identified was also visualized as shown in the figure 5, some of the other attacks observed were DDOS, Brute force, etc. The remedies taken by the IIDSS shows that the attacks are blocked from further propagation into the network.

Figure 4 CPU load and Memory Utilization.

Figure 5 Other Attacks Observed
5. Conclusion

The designed system is competent enough to track and identify the various sorts of endangered actions of the networks from a real time observation performed over a network that is compromised. The system was capable enough to classify the more than 40 lakhs attacks over a duration of 5 months according to the severity degree. While validation it was found that the system stopped certain attacks from propagating into network automatically. Although those attacks did not have high frequencies. The Centralized-NDAM envisaged the endangered identified menace over the PDB, initially the system is trained and after training it is subjected to block the attacks based on its degree of severity. The developed framework was tested over an educational campus that had more than 5500 local area network and wireless connection. To secure the network and cut down the expenses on employing a commercial identification and stopping system.
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